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Abstract
We investigate the zero mode dimensional reduction of the Kaluza-Klein
unifications in the presence of a single brane in the infinite extra dimension.
We treat the brane as fixed, not a dynamical object, and do not require the
orbifold symmetry. It seems that, contrary to the standard Kaluza-Klein
models, the 4D effective action is no longer invariant under the U(1) gauge
transformations due to the explicit breaking of isometries in the extra dimen-
sion by the brane. Surprisingly, however, the linearized perturbation analysis
around the RS vacuum shows that the Kaluza-Klein gauge field does possess
the U(1) gauge symmetry at the linear level. In addition, the graviscalar also
behaves differently from the 4D point of view. Some physical implications of
our results are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein (KK) approach where the full spacetime
manifold is factorized as M4 ⊗ S1, the five-dimensional gravitation theory which has the
reparametrization invariance on S1 can be interpreted as a gauge theory of the Virasoro
group from the four-dimensional point of view (see [1] and references therein). After the
geometric spontaneous symmetry breaking of the Virasoro invariance, the excitations of the
5D gravitational fields are split into 4D massless gravitational fields, massless gauge fields,
massless scalar field, and an infinite tower of massive spin-2 fields [1,2]. In particular, the
U(1) gauge symmetry of the vector fields in the 4D effective action is originated from the
translational isometries in the extra dimension.
Recently, there have been lots of interest in the phenomenon of localization of gravity
proposed by Randall and Sundrum (RS) [3,4] (for previous relevant work see references
therein). RS [4] assumed a single positive tension 3-brane and a negative bulk cosmological
constant in the five-dimensional spacetime. There have been developed a large number
of brane world models afterwards [5,6]. The introduction of branes usually gives rise to
the “warping” of the extra dimensions, resulting in non-factorizable spacetime manifolds.
More importantly, the presence of branes breaks the translational isometries in the extra
dimensions. Therefore, it would be very interesting to see how the conventional Kaluza-Klein
picture changes in the brane world scenarios.
Dobado and Maroto [7] recently have incorporated the effect of the presence of the brane
in the Kaluza-Klein (KK) reduction by introducing Goldstone bosons (GB) fields. The
GB fields parameterize the excitations of the brane [8] and so the GB correspond to the
spontaneous symmetry breaking of the translational isometries of the compactified extra
dimensions by the brane. It has been shown that in the dimensional reduction of the
KK unifications a sort of Higgs mechanism related to the GB [9] gives mass to the KK
graviphotons. (see also the appendix of Ref. [10] although it has the opposite sign for the
mass term.)
On the other hand, there are other approaches to confine standard model particles on the
brane by allowing the fields to live in the bulk spacetime. For example, bulk gauge bosons
have been considered in Ref. [11,12]. It is important to derive the zero mode effective
action because its zero modes (massless modes) correspond to the standard model particles
localized on the brane.
In this paper, contrary to the approach mentioned above where the brane is treated
as a dynamical object, we have treated the brane as fixed, and investigate the zero mode
dimensional reduction of the Kaluza-Klein unifications. The brane world model considered in
this paper is the RS one with a single 3-brane in the infinite fifth dimension [4]. As expected,
the breaking of isometries in the extra dimension by the brane makes the 4D effective action
not being invariant under U(1) gauge transformations. Interestingly, however, the analysis
of the linearized equation around the RS background shows that the KK gauge field does
possess the U(1) gauge symmetry at the linear level.
In section 2, we carry out the dimensional reduction of the KK unifications in the pres-
ence of a single brane with some ansatz for the zero mode excitations. In section 3, the
linearized perturbations of the 4D effective action obtained are analyzed around the RS
vacuum solution. Some physical implications of our results are discussed in section 4.
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II. KALUZA-KLEIN REDUCTION
The RS model with a single brane can be described by the following action in 5D space-
times [4,5,13]
I =
∫
d4x
∫ ∞
−∞
dz
√−gˆ
16πG5
(Rˆ− 2Λ)−
∫
d4x
√
−gˆBσ. (1)
Here G5 is the 5D Newton’s constant, Λ the bulk cosmological constant of 5D spacetime, gˆB
the determinant of the induced metric describing the brane, and σ the tension of the brane.
We assume that the value of σ is fine-tunned such that Λ = −6k2(< 0) with k = 4πG5σ/3.
Let us introduce the domain-wall metric in the following form
ds2 = gˆMNdx
MdxN = H−2(z)gMNdx
MdxN
= H−2(z)
[
γµνdx
µdxν + φ2(dz − κAµdxµ)2
]
. (2)
HereH = k|z|+1, φ2 = g55, and κAµ = −g5µ/g55. The standard Kaluza-Klein decomposition
of the metric is given by
(gMN) =
(
γµν + κ
2φ2AµAν −κφ2Aµ
−κφ2Aν φ2
)
, (gMN) =
(
γµν κAµ
κAν φ−2(1 + κ2φ2A · A)
)
(3)
with Aµ = γµνAν and A ·A = AµAµ. Here κ is the gauge coupling constant.
Under the specific class of coordinate transformations such as
xµ → x˜µ = x˜µ(x), z → z˜ = z + f(x), (4)
we obtain
γ˜µν =
∂xα
∂x˜µ
∂xβ
∂x˜ν
γαβ, A˜µ =
∂xα
∂x˜µ
Aα + κ
−1 ∂f
∂x˜µ
, φ˜(x˜, z˜) = φ(x, z) (5)
according to g˜MN =
∂xP
∂x˜M
∂xQ
∂x˜N
gPQ. We see that γµν transforms like a four-dimensional metric
tensor, and φ a scalar field under diffeomorphisms in Eq. (4). However, we point out that the
5D diffeomorphisms are split into the 4D diffeomorphisms plus the gauge transformations
for the field Aµ.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the zero mode effective action . In general, it
is a non-trivial problem to determine what the “zero mode” is if the full spacetime is not
factorizable. As an ansatz for the zero mode, we assume that γµν , Aµ, and φ are functions
of x-coordinates only, i.e., no z-coordinate dependence. If one requires the Z2 (e.g., R/Z2)
orbifold symmetry in the brane world model, there will be no vector zero mode fluctuations.
It follows because in the presence of Z2 orbifold symmetry in Eq. (2) the vector gauge field
Aµ should satisfy Aµ(x,−z) = −Aµ(x, z) and so Aµ(x) = 0. In what follows, we consider
general cases without having the orbifold symmetry in the theory.
The above assumption comes from the crucial observation that the graviton zero mode
hµν in γµν = ηµν + κhµν depends only on “x” even if one starts from hµν(x, z) =
H3/2ψ(z)hˆµν(x) in the RS approach [4] where the transverse fluctuations are fixed (e.g.,
h5µ = h55 = 0). For the zero mode solution with m
2 = 0, we have ψ0(z) = chH
−3/2,
3
thus we find h0µν(x, z) = chhˆµν(x) with a constant ch. Other examples are the form of
the zero modes for the bulk spin-0 and spin-1 fields on the RS background [14]. For the
spin-0 field Φ(x, z) = H3/2χ(z)φˆ(x), we have χ = cΦH
−3/2 for the zero mode and hence
its localized zero mode is given by Φ0(x, z) = cΦφˆ(x). In the case of the spin-1 field
Vµ(x, z) = H
3/2σ(z)vµ(x), one finds σ = cVH
−3/2 for the zero mode and hence its zero
mode is given by V 0µ (x, z) = cV vµ(x). From the observations mentioned above, we may pro-
pose that the zero modes are constants with respect to “z”. Furthermore we stress that for
hµ5 6= 0, h55 6= 0, it may be not a correct way to obtain the zero modes from the linearized
equations. This is because their forms are too complicated to analyze the zero modes [13].
Even if we choose the gauge-fixing, it is hard to obtain the consistent zero mode solutions.
Hence the integration of Eq. (1) over z could be a good starting point to obtain the zero
modes.
Note first that
√
−gˆ = H−5φ√−γ, (6)√
−gˆB = H−4(z = 0)
√−γ
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν |. (7)
Using gˆMN = H
−2gMN , one has
Rˆ = H2
[
R(g) + 8
∇P∇PH
H
− 20∇PH∇
PH
H2
]
. (8)
Since
∇P∇PH = H ′′(φ−2 + κ2A · A) + κH ′(φ−1Aµ∂µφ+ 1
2
Aµγαβ∂µγαβ + ∂µA
µ), (9)
we have
8
∇P∇PH
H
− 20∇PH∇
PH
H2
=
(
8
H ′′
H
− 20(H
′
H
)2
)
(φ−2 + κ2A · A)
+8κ
H ′
H
(φ−1Aµ∂µφ+
1
2
Aµγαβ∂µγαβ + ∂µA
µ), (10)
where the prime (′) denotes the differentiation with respect to z.
Then, the five-dimensional action Eq. (1) is given by
I =
1
16πG5
∫
d4x
√−γφ
[
R(g)
∫
dzH−3 + (φ−2 + κ2A · A)
∫
dzH−3
(
8
H ′′
H
− 20H
′2
H2
)
+8κ(φ−1Aµ∂µφ+
1
2
Aµγαβ∂µγαβ + ∂µA
µ)
∫
dz
H ′
H4
− 2Λ
∫
dzH−5
]
−
∫
d4x
√−γ
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν |σ. (11)
It should be pointed out that the 5D Ricci scalar curvature constructed from gMN , R(g), is
independent of z-coordinate since the metric elements gMN are functions of x
µ only. Using
H ′ = kθ(z), H ′′ = 2kδ(z),
∫∞
−∞ dzH
−3 = 1/k, and
∫∞
−∞ dzH
−5 = 1/2k for the RS model with
a single brane, one gets the 4D effective action
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IKK =
1
16πG5
1
k
∫
d4x
√−γ
[
φR(g)− φΛ + 6k2(φ−1 + κ2φA · A)
−16πG5kσ
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν |
]
(12)
=
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−γ
[
φR(g) + 6k2
(
φ−1 + φ− 2
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν |+ κ2φA · A
)]
. (13)
Here the 4D Newton’s constant is defined as G4 = G5k. Notice from Eq. (12) that it
reproduces the ordinary KK reduction in the presence of the cosmological constant as the
brane at z = 0 disappears (i.e., σ, k → 0). The 5D scalar curvature R(g) is related to the
4D Ricci scalar curvature constructed from γµν , R(γ), as
∫
d4x
√−γφR(g) =
∫
d4x
√−γφ
[
R(γ)− κ
2
4
φ2F 2
]
+
∮
[· · ·]. (14)
The last term is the surface term. The field strength is defined as Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and
F 2 = FµνF
µν . Using Eq. (14), one finally obtains
IKK =
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−γ
[
φR(γ)− κ
2
4
φ3F 2
+6k2
(
φ−1 + φ− 2
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν |+ κ2φA · A
)]
, (15)
where we have ommitted the surface terms.
We observe that the zero mode gravitational degrees of freedom in the 5D spacetime are
split into the 4D gravitational fields γµν , a vector field Aµ, and a graviscalar field φ as usual.
However, the properties of the vector field and the scalar field are very different from those in
the conventional KK reduction. The first two terms in this effective action are the same form
as in the ordinary dimensional reduction of the Kaluza-Klein unifications, and they have the
U(1) gauge symmetry. The difference from the conventional KK reduction is only the last
term which is proportional to the brane tension squared. If one started from the KK metric
decomposition with Aµ = 0 and φ = 1 in Eq. (3), this “potential” term would disappear
and one obtains the ordinary Einstein gravity on the brane with zero effective cosmological
constant as well known. As can be easily seen in Eq. (12), this happens because of the fine
tunning between the brane tension σ and the 5D bulk cosmological constant Λ.
The appearance of the non-linear term (e.g.,
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν |) as well as the squared
term in Aµ shows not only that the 4D effective action no longer has the gauge symmetry,
but also that KK photons are not massless. This arises from the presence of the brane
(k 6= 0) in the five-dimensional spacetime. Because Eq. (15) contains a non-linear term
which generates a lot of terms, a truncated form of the effective action may be useful to
understand the dynamics of the fields easily. If one expands the full action up to the order
of κ2, one has
ITKK ≃
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−γ
[
φR(γ)− κ
2
4
φ3F 2 + 6k2
(
φ−1 + φ− 2 + κ2φ(1− φ)A · A
)]
. (16)
Here we used
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν | ≃ 1 + 12κ2φ2A ·A.
In order to explicitly see how the dynamical aspect of the φ field comes out, let us
conformally transform the metric as
5
γµν → γ¯µν = φγµν . (17)
Then, the zero-mode effective action Eq. (15) is written by
IKK =
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−γ¯
[
R(γ¯)− κ
2
4
φ3F 2 − 3
2
φ−2∇¯µφ∇¯µφ
+6k2φ−2
(
φ−1 + φ− 2
√
|δµν + κ2φ3AµAν |+ κ2φ2A · A
)]
(18)
up to the surface terms. Here F 2 = γ¯µν γ¯αβFµαFνβ, A
µ = γ¯µαAα, and A ·A = γ¯µνAµAν . The
truncated effective action in this Einstein frame is also given by
ITKK ≃
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−γ¯
{
R(γ¯)− κ
2
4
φ3F 2 − 3
2
φ−2∇¯µφ∇¯µφ
+6k2
[
φ−2(φ−1 + φ− 2) + κ2(1− φ)A ·A
]}
. (19)
As shall be shown below, the form of these actions above also suggests that the metric tensor
which is responsible for the 4D Einstein gravitation is not the γµν , but indeed the γ¯µν .
Now the field equations derived from the effective action (19) are given by
Rµν =
κ2
2
φ3
(
FµαFν
α − 1
4
γ¯µνF
2
)
− 6k2κ2(1− φ)AµAν
+
3
2
φ−2
[
∇¯µφ∇¯νφ− 2k2γ¯µν(φ−1 + φ− 2)
]
, (20)
∇¯µFµν + 12k2κ2φ−3(1− φ)Aν = −3φ−1∇¯µφFµν , (21)
∇¯µ∇¯µφ− φ−1∇¯µφ∇¯µφ+ 2k2
[
φ−1(4− φ− 3φ−1)− κ2φ2A · A
]
=
κ2
4
F 2. (22)
Here we used the truncated effective action for simplicity. The essential properties of solu-
tions do not change.
It is well known in the RS model that if the flat metric on the brane is replaced by any
Ricci-flat 4D metric then the 5D Einstein equations with a negative cosmological constant
are still satisfied [15,16]. Now note that Aµ = 0 and φ = 1 satisfies Eqs. (21) and (22). In this
case, Eq. (20) becomes Rµν = 0. Thus any 4D Ricci-flat metric γ¯µν is a solution. Therefore,
although based on the assumption for the zero-mode which is z-coordinate independent,
our results reproduce this well known property in the RS model. Such somewhat general
agreement may indicates the validity of our ansatz for the zero mode. One can see that
γ¯µν = ηµν corresponds to the RS solution [4]. Since the metric for the 4D Schwartzschild
black hole is Ricci-flat, the Schwartzschild black hole can be embedded in the brane world as
well known. That is, assuming the spherically symmetric background gˆMN = H
−2(z)(γ¯Sµν , φ
2)
with γ¯Sµν = diag[1− 2M/r, (1− 2M/r)−1, r2, r2 sin2 θ] and φ = 1, we obtain the black string
solution in 5D Anti de Sitter(AdS5) spacetime [16]. Since this black string solution is
unstable near the AdS horizon, but stable far from it, it is likely to end up with a ”black
cigar” solution as conjectured in Ref. [16].
Secondly, it would be of interest to ask whether or not the Reissner-Nordstro¨m charged
black hole can be embedded in the brane world. It is straightfoward to see that the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole solution,
6
γ¯RNµν = diag[1− 2M/r +Q′2/r2, (1− 2M/r +Q′2/r2)−1, r2, r2 sin2 θ] (23)
with Q′ = κQ/2, Ftr = Q/r
2, and φ = 1, satisfies Eqs. (20) and (21). In this case we have
Ftr = −∂rA0 with A0 = Q/r. However it does not satisfy Eq. (22) (i.e., −2k2A ·A = F 2/4).
This is so because of the presence of both brane and φ. Thus, the 4D Reissner-Nordstro¨m
black hole with φ = 1 cannot be embedded in the brane world. In the absence of the brane
(i.e., k = 0), there exist charged black hole solutions with non-trivial φ field. However, such
charged black hole is very different from the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole [18]. It does not
seem that the presence of the brane changes this feature of the Kaluza-Klein theory much.
On the other hand, however, if the scalar field were frozen somehow from the beginning in
Eq. (3) (e.g., φ = 1), there would be no equation like Eq. (22). Consequently, by observing
Eqs. (20) and (21), one can easily find that the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole is a solution.
III. LINEARIZED PERTURBATION
In this section we consider the linearized perturbations around the RS vacuum solution
(γ¯µν = ηµν , Aµ = 0, φ = 1) for the dimensionally reduced effective action in Eq. (18).
Actually, at the linear level, the truncated effective action in Eq. (19) is equivalent to the
non-truncated one in Eq. (18). Let us introduce the perturbations around the RS solution
γµν = ηµν + κhµν , Aµ = 0 + aµ, φ = 1 + κϕ. (24)
Consequently,
γ¯µν = ηµν + κh¯µν , h¯µν = hµν + ϕηµν . (25)
Then the bilinear action of Eq. (18) or (19) which governs the perturbative dynamics is
given by
I0KK =
κ2
16πG4
∫
d4x
{
− 1
4
[
∂µh¯αβ∂µh¯αβ − ∂µh¯∂µh¯ + 2∂µh¯µν∂ν h¯− 2∂µh¯µα∂ν h¯αν
]
−1
4
(∂µaν − ∂νaµ)(∂µaν − ∂νaµ)− 3
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ+ 6k2ϕ2
}
, (26)
where h¯ = ηµνh¯µν = h + 4ϕ. Surprisingly, it turns out that the bilinear effective action is
invariant under the U(1) gauge transformation. The U(1) gauge symmetry breaking term
in Eq. (19) appears as higher order term than the squared order: i.e., 6k2κ2(1− φ)A · A ≃
−6k2κ3ϕaµaµ.
In order to understand what physical states there are, let us analyze the field equations
as below. From the action Eq. (26) we have the equations of motion
✷h¯µν + ∂µ∂ν h¯−
(
∂µ∂
αh¯αν + ∂ν∂
αh¯αµ
)
− ηµν
(
✷h¯− ∂α∂βh¯αβ
)
= 0, (27)
✷aµ − ∂µ(∂νaν) = 0, (28)
✷ϕ+ 4k2ϕ = 0. (29)
By taking the trace of Eq. (27), we have
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✷h¯− ∂α∂β h¯αβ = 0. (30)
Hence Eq. (27) becomes
✷h¯µν + ∂µ∂νh¯−
(
∂µ∂
αh¯αν + ∂ν∂
αh¯αµ
)
= 0. (31)
So far we have not chosen any gauge for h¯µν . Now let us choose the transverse (or
harmonic) gauge in the five-dimensional spacetime. Since
gMN = ηMN + κǫMN ,
(
ǫMN
)
=
(
hµν −aµ
−aν 2ϕ
)
, (32)
the five-dimensional harmonic gauge ∂M ǫMN =
1
2
∂N ǫ is equivalent to
∂µh¯µν =
1
2
∂νh¯, ∂µa
µ = 0. (33)
That is, the 5D harmonic gauge is split into the harmonic gauge for the 4D gravitational
field and the Lorenz gauge for the 4D KK gauge field. Using these gauge conditions above,
Eq. (31) and Eq. (28) become
✷h¯µν = 0, ✷aµ = 0, (34)
respectively. Therefore, it proves that h¯µν and aµ indeed represent the massless spin-2
gravitons and the massless spin-1 graviphotons on the brane, respectively.
On the other hand, the spin-0 scalar field fluctuation ϕ in Eq. (29) appears to be massive.
However, it has a tachyonic mass m2ϕ = −4k2 proportional to the brane tension squared.
It seems to indicate that the scalar fluctuation of the 5D gravitational degrees of freedom
corresponds to the unstable mode in the RS background.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have investigated the KK zero mode effective action in the presence of a single brane
in the extra dimension. Although the four-dimensional gravitational modes behaves as usual,
the vector and scalar modes behave quite differently. In the 4D effective action, it seems
that the vector field Aµ does not possess the U(1) gauge symmetry and that KK photons
are not massless any more. The scalar field φ is also no longer massless and couples to the
vector field.
However, this is not all of the story. The linearized perturbation analysis around the RS
background spacetime shows that the 5D massless gravitational degrees of freedom are split
into spin-2, spin-1, and spin-0 modes as the standard KK model up to κ2-order. We have
observed that the massive propagation of the vector mode in the 4D effective action is not
revealed in the linearized perturbation. In order to observe the effect of the brane (k 6= 0),
thus, one needs to study one-loops correction rather than the linearized one. For example,
we expect the relevant vertex correction (k2κ3ϕaµaµ) from the last term of Eq. (19).
We also have observed that the spin-0 mode propagation has a tachyonic mass, indicating
some instability of the RS background spacetime through the “radion” or “modulus” field.
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Presumably, it suggests that some stabilization mechanism for the 55-metric component is
necessary in order to have the stable RS background spacetime with a single brane as in the
case of the two branes. On the other hand, if one requires the R/Z2 orbifold symmetry in
the brane world model, there will be no vector zero mode propagations as mentioned above.
Thus, the R/Z2 orbifold symmetry with the “modulus” field stabilization establishes the
usual localization of gravity on the brane in the RS model [4].
In deriving the U(1) Maxwell term from the 5D RS brane model, we use the conventional
Kaluza-Klein approach. Apparently, we find a non-linear term as well as A · A. This
arises from a sort of brane-Higgs effect: Here the isometry of extra dimension was broken
spontaneously by the presence of the brane. Hence we expect that the gauge field becomes
massive. However, we have found that the massive propagation of the KK gauge field does
not reveal at the linear level. Fortunately, instead we find the massless vector propagation.
What will happen if we take a z-coordinate dependent or other form of ansatz for the “zero
modes”? We still expect there should be non-linear or mass terms in the reduced effective
action due to the broken isometry in the extra dimension. However, in order to answer
whether or not the gauge field becomes massless when linearized, some further work in
detail is needed. There were other attempts to achieve the 4D U(1) symmetry from the 5D
U(1) bulk gauge fields [11,19].
On the other hand, the RS solution can be extended to accommodate the Schwarzschild
black hole solution on the brane as a zero mode solution. This is possible because the RS
solution is Ricci-flat. Hence the Ricci-flat Schwarzschild solution can be embedded into the
brane world by introducing the spherically symmetric spacetime. Now it is very important to
check whether or not the RS brane world allows to have the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole
on the brane. As is shown above, the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole cannot be embedded
in the brane world, because this case of A0 6= 0 cannot be a solution to the effective action
of Eq. (15) including the non-linear term and A ·A. To obtain this black hole on the brane,
it seems to be necessary to introduce some U(1) bulk gauge field in the five-dimensional
spacetime whose dynamics is localized on the brane [20].
We have observed that the naive propagations of the scalar field gives rise to the tachyonic
mass proportional to the tension of the brane. It may induce the instability of the RS
vacuum. In the linearized gravity, by using the residual gauge freedom, one can also impose
the traceless gauge in a source-free region in addition to the harmonic gauge. It follows
mainly because “✷Trace” vanishes in a source-free region. What will happen if such traceless
gauge is imposed in our linearized analysis? The five-dimensional trace is ǫ = ηMNǫMN =
h+2ϕ = h¯−2ϕ. Here h¯ = h+4ϕ is used. By combining the trace of Eq. (34) and Eq. (29),
we have
✷(5)ǫ = ✷h¯− 2✷ϕ = 8k2ϕ, (35)
where ✷(5) = ✷+∂
2
5 . Thus, imposing the five-dimensional traceless gauge (i.e., ǫ = 0) directly
results in ϕ = 0, that is, no graviscalar fluctuation. Since h = ǫ − 2ϕ and h¯ = ǫ + 2ϕ, it
also means the four-dimensional traceless gauge (i.e., h = h¯ = 0). In other words, we
notice that the existence of the tachyonic graviscalar fluctuation is mutually inconsistent
with imposing the traceless gauge condition. Therefore, the resolution of the instability of
the RS background spacetime due to the graviscalar transforms to whether or not one can
impose the traceless gauge. In the linearized gravity, the trace of metric fluctuations can be
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set to be zero by using remaining gauge freedom provided that there is no matter source in
the region in consideration [21]. In our analysis, however, since the graviscalar field ϕ plays
like a matter source in the trace equation above, it does not seem to be plausible imposing
such gauge condition in the first place. Presumably such traceless gauge condition can be
imposed on h¯ (✷h¯ = 0), but not on h (✷h = 16k2ϕ).
As mentioned above, another possible caveat of our result is that the tachyonic graviscalar
fluctuation is merely an artifact of the ansatz for the zero mode we used in this paper. For
instance, instead of H(z) = k|z|+ 1 in Eq. (2), let us assume H(x, z) = k|z|φ(x) + 1 for the
zero mode. This ansatz is analogous to the form used in Ref. [22] for the case of RS model
with two branes. Then the 4D effective action is given by
IKK =
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−γ
[
R(γ)− κ
2
4
φ2F 2 + 2φ−2γµν∂µφ∂νφ
+6k2
(
2− 2
√
|δµν + κ2φ2AµAν |+ κ2φ2A · A
)]
≃ 1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−γ
[
R(γ)− κ
2
4
φ2F 2 + 2φ−2γµν∂µφ∂νφ
]
. (36)
Here we see that the graviscalar fluctuation as well as that of the gravivector becomes
massless in the linearized perturbations. Therefore, in order to clarify the issues discussed
above, further investigation is required on what the correct form of the ansatz is for the zero
mode in the brane world scenarios.
Finally, it will be interesting to extend our study to various types of brane world mod-
els [6] as well as to the RS model with two positive and negative tension branes [3] and see
how the U(1) gauge field behaves in the 4D effective action. It will be also worth investigat-
ing how graviphotons and graviscalar particles interact with the 5D bulk standard model
particles [11,12,23] in the presence of branes.
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